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„Most of us understand
that innovation is enormously
important. It‘s the only insurance
against irrelevance. It‘s the only
guarantee of long-term customer
loyalty. It‘s the only strategy
for out-performing a dismal
economy.“

ABOUT US
FOUNDER’S MESSAGE
We owe our success to the careful selection of investment opportunities
and their high-quality execution. This strategy is highly beneficial for
Daramis and its partners while meeting the high standards of our team
and supporting mutually advantageous partnerships with financing banks.
Omri Sivor, founder

A FEW WORDS
ABOUT THE COMPANY
Daramis is a private real estate investment company whose mission is to
purchase, construct and manage residential buildings and real estate acquired
as an investment. Established in 2000 in the Czech Republic, it works
to create long-lasting value through the execution of high-quality projects
with innovative engineering and a customer-oriented approach.
Yariv Ronen, general director and partner
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
Thanks to our references on the real estate market,
we have earned the reputation as a leading supplier
of comprehensive design and construction solutions
that address the residential needs of various lifestyles. At present we have 13 new projects in various
phases of planning.

3 500+
COMPLETED
RESIDENTIAL
UNITS

9

PROJECTS
UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

We take pride in creating long-lasting value.
The Daramis brand is a guarantee of quality
for project investments.
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36,800 sq m
gross
leasable area

ADMINISTRATIVE
BUILDINGS

We have built our portfolio of commercial real estate
by acquiring real estate units that generate operating
profit. We are also engaged in the construction
of new administrative buildings.

22

YEARS
ON THE CZECH
MARKET

Since the company was established in 2000, its
strategy has been ‚fewer words and more action‘.
In 2019, as we celebrate the 19th anniversary of our
presence on the Czech market, we can proudly
present ourselves as a firm with a long tradition,
expertise, experience, and an innovative approach.

30

TOTAL NUMBER
OF HOTEL ROOMS
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RESIDENTIAL
PROJECTS
We are among the leaders
in housing development in
the Czech Republic. With
over twenty successfully
completed projects, our
team of professionals
guarantees excellent
quality for our clients and
top-notch service when
helping them choose their
new home.
In the housing segment, our objective has always been to ensure
balance between the size and the functionality of the space.
We focus on how to create a space that may, based on the wishes
of the owner, be swiftly used as an investment or become a be
loved home for future generations. It has been our customers,
who appreciate our work with space, that have kept us on
the market and allowed for our long-term growth. This is one
of the reasons why Daramis is one of the strongest developers
in the housing construction business in the Czech Republic.
We give our clients more than just a space to live in. Our central
focus is the owner of a flat or a house, from the earliest phase of
project preparation to the handover of each residential building.
The continuous support through our client centre goes without saying – our client always comes first - their expectations and needs.

INDEX
Park Living

in development

Prague Marina Art

in development

Smíchovská Marina

in development

DUO Living

in development

Prague Marina Nova

under construction

Zelené město Heights

under construction

Rezidence Vokovice

under construction

Rezidence Petrohradská

completed in 2004

Klimentská apartments

completed in 2002

Nad Vltavským údolím

completed in 2006

Tulipan

completed in 2007

River Lofts

completed in 2008

Rezidence Tupolevova I

completed in 2006

Rezidence Tupolevova II

completed in 2011

Nad Motolským Hájem I

completed in 2009

Nad Motolským Hájem II

completed in 2014

Sedmikráska

completed in 2014

Trio residence

completed in 2015

Zelené město 2

completed in 2017

Marina Island

completed in 2018

Karlín Park

completed in 2018

Beranka

completed in 2020

Unicity Plzeň I+II

completed in 2021

Unicity Plzeň

completed in 2021

Zelené město 3

completed in 2021

Felicity (RO)

completed

Vita Bella (RO)

completed

Divila (BG)

completed

Paramont (BG)

completed
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Marina Nova
The construction of the next phase of the grandiose project
– Prague Marina has just started. Boasting an impressive segmented layout design, the Marina Nova building is to stretch
as far as the banks of the Vltava River and offer a wide range of
apartment types from the classic 1 room + open-plan kitchen
to luxury townhouse and penthouse apartments. Several studio
apartments will enjoy an absolutely unique location in the
interestingly designed ground floor of the building. The close
proximity to the river and its serenity, while being close to the
busy Jankovcova Street with all amenities, represents a truly
unrivalled benefit of this project’s part.

1
residential building

136
residential units

penthouse, townhouse
and studio type apartments

2019
construction launch
directly on the bank of the

Vltava River
8 min
to the city centre
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ZELENÉ MĚSTO 2
Situated between two parks in Prague’s Hrdlořezy district,
the second phase of Zelené Město was successfully completed
in 2017 and all 344 apartments have been sold. All common
spaces and children’s playgrounds function to the satisfaction of
the residents. Each residential building offers apartments with
large private gardens on the ground floor, as well as apartments
with floor plans ranging from 1 room + open-plan kitchen to
4 rooms + open-plan kitchen, which can be linked as per the
needs of the client. The upper floors offer attractive penthouses
with large terraces.

13
residential buildings

344
residential units
completed in

2017
2 parks
2 min
to public transport

10 min
to the city centre
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ZELENÉ MĚSTO 3
A lucrative area on the border between Prague’s Jarov and Hrdlořezy
districts is the location of the 3rd stage of the Zelené Město project.
Zelené Město 3 Premium offers high-quality housing at a good
address close to nature. It also features wonderful views, and the use
of non-standard materials for panelling, doors and floors guarantees
a lifetime of comfortable living.

3
residential buildings

63
residential units

park
in front of the building

3 min
to public transport

10 min
to the city centre

3 min
to the shopping centre
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MARINA ISLAND
The Marina Island project is the flagship of the partnership
between two strong developers – Daramis and Lighthouse Group.
The high demands of the project’s residents are met not only
with top-notch, harmonic architectural design, high-quality
materials, and a high standard of execution, but also the wide
range of services that make life nicer.
Marina Island offers three categories of condominiums, ranging
from comfortable apartments on intermediate floors, through
Townhouses evoking the feeling of living in a family villa, up to
luxurious Penthouses on the top levels. We concur that such
a unique location demands quality without compromises.

5
residential buildings

343
residential units

12
floors
completed in

2018
directly on the bank of the

Vltava River
8 min
to the city centre
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UNICITY PLZEŇ
The attractiveness of the Unicity Plzeň project lies primarily
in the variability of its use, whether as private housing, because
of its location close to the University of West Bohemia, or for
investment purposes in the form of rented housing. The project
offers not only a pleasant place to live, but also services to make
life easier.
The Unicity Plzeň project comprises six separate buildings and
offers a total of 542 residential and non-residential units. The
construction is taking place gradually in three phases. The project
won the Real Estate Project of the Year award in 2017.

6
residential buildings

542
residential units

3
retail units

close to the University
of West Bohemia

private park

10 min
to the centre of Plzeň
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BERANKA
All 87 houses in the Beranka project are notable for their discreet modern architecture and well-designed floor plans that
respect the nature of the given locality and high demands on
the part of its future residents. The project offers four different
types of houses to meet the most demanding needs, ideas and
spatial preferences. Each house features a garden ranging in size
from 100 sq m to 300 sq m.
The project won the Real Estate Project of the Year award in 2017.

87
family houses

floor plans

4/5+kitchen
4
types of houses

well-designed floor plans

garden
with each house

9 min
to metro
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VILLA VOKOVICE
The idea behind the project was to create exceptionally high-quality
housing combined with an original design of well-though out and
inventive architecture. Original Baroque and contemporary modern
architecture have been successfully linked to form an atypical harmonic whole. The original Baroque building offers expansive spaces
with vaulted ceilings and supporting columns; the five modern
villa-like houses are characterised by airy, well-though out, timeless
spaces with open glazed facades. Villa Vokovice is located in one
of the most beautiful and quietest parts of Prague, within easy reach
of the wild nature of the Divoká Šárka valley.
In 2017 the project was sold and renamed Šárecký Dvůr. Daramis
continues to provide project management services for this project.

5
luxurious villa-like houses

1
original Baroque building
locality

Prague 6
5 min
to metro line A

1 min
by foot to the Divoká Šárka valley

10 min
to the airport
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KARLÍN PARK
Three buildings with 135 flats (ranging in size from 1 room +
open-plan kitchen to 4 rooms + open-plan kitchen) have been
erected in a modern locality that has undergone significant
changes in recent years. The flats are meant for the most demanding individuals or families. The Karlín Park project offers
its residents apartments with well-thought out floor plans and
a corresponding high standard of execution, as well as spacious
balconies coupled with an attractive design, parking in underground garages, and an intelligently designed atrium with shops
that links the three buildings.

3
residential buildings

135
residential units

11
floors
completed in

2018
1 min
to metro line B

7 min
to the city centre
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TRIO RESIDENCE
The Trio Residence apartment complex in the Zličín district
of Prague offers comfortable urban housing closely connected
with the surrounding nature. Low buildings with well-designed
facades in a quiet locality provide a comfortable environment
for young families - the project also features a large children’s
playground and a private park with abundant greenery and
relaxation zones. A total of 58 flats provide homes to those who
seek relaxation combined with the accessibility of all services
and the options of a big city.

3
residential buildings

58
residential units
floor plans

1–4+kitchen
completed in

2015
2 min
to public transport

5 min
to the shopping centre
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SEDMIKRÁSKA
Sedmikráska is located just steps from the O2 Arena and the
Českomoravská metro station in Prague 9. The organic facade
was inspired by natural motifs taken from the park near the
building, giving it a truly original appearance. At the time of its
construction, the project became highly sought-after and all
flats were sold over the course of just a few months.

151
residential units

floor plans

1–4+kitchen
completed in

2014
11
retail units

2 min
to public transport

1 min
to the shopping centre
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Nad Motolským Hájem I
The Nad Motolských Hájem project, the first stage of which was
completed in 2009, is situated in a quiet locality away from major
roads. The buildings offer flats of various sizes. This ideal location
in Prague 5’s Motol district features a nearby shopping centre,
a park, a golf course, sports facilities, schools, and all services, and
is particularly suited for those who love nature.

103
residential units

floor plans

1–4+kitchen
completed in

2009
300 m
to the park

2 min
to public transport

2 min
to the shopping centre
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Nad Motolským Hájem II
The second completed stage of the Nad Motolským Hájem project
offers pleasant modern housing in Prague 5. Apartment units range
from 1 room + open-plan kitchen to 4 rooms + open-plan kitchen.
Individual gardens, balconies, and terraces ensure plenty of privacy.
The complex also features a children’s playground. This project has
been designed for those who love a quiet environment surrounded
by greenery. The high standard of equipment and the option to
connect multiple units creates a unique housing opportunity.

152
residential units

floor plans

1–4+kitchen
completed in

2014
300 m
to the park

2 min
to public transport

2 min
to the shopping centre
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REZIDENCE TUPOLEVOVA I
The first phase of the Rezidence Tupolevova project comprises two
architecturally interesting seven-story buildings located near the
Letňany shopping and cultural centre as well as line C of the metro.
This project is appreciated especially for its modern interior layouts
and large terraces with expansive views. Letňany offers its residents
with everything that until recently would have been found only
in the centre of Prague. The locality also offers bountiful green
areas for relaxation and leisure-time activities.

88
residential units

floor plans

1–3+kitchen
completed in

2006
200 m
to public transport

3 min
by bus to the metro station

5 min
to the shopping centre
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REZIDENCE TUPOLEVOVA II
Flats in Prague’s Letňany district are in great demand, as evidenced
by the popularity of the second phase of the Rezidence Tupolevova
project, completed in 2011. The complex offers flats in two sevenstory buildings with floor plans ranging from 1 room + open-plan
kitchen to 3 rooms + open-plan kitchen. The majority include
balconies and terraces, or a small garden in the front for the flats
on the ground-level floors. All amenities needed for a comfortable,
enjoyable life can be found in the vicinity of Rezidence Tupolevova.

76
residential units

floor plans

1–3+kitchen
completed in

2011
200 m
to public transport

3 min
by bus to the metro station

5 min
to the shopping centre
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RIVER LOFTS
Enjoy life on the banks of the Vltava River in the Holešovice district
– an area that has undergone significant modernisation over the
last five years and now teems with culture and social life. It’s an
ideal place for modern life in the city near the centre while avoiding
its hustle and bustle, with both a modern standard of living and
contact with nature.
The complex comprises 156 flats and penthouses in five buildings with a common basement. All buildings have at least six
above-ground floors and some feature several recessed floors
with duplex apartments.

5
buildings

156
residential units
completed in

2008
20 m
to the Vltava River

3 min
to public transport

10 min
to the city centre
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TULIPAN
This residential building in the Vysočany district of Prague
meets all the expectations for life in a metropolis – a modern
appearance, comfortable housing, easy accessibility by public
transport, and civic amenities. The surroundings offer all the
benefits of a modern lifestyle: in addition to parks and cycling
routes, there are many shops, restaurants, theatres, and other
leisure-time options.
On eight above-ground and two underground stories, the complex offers approximately 600 sq m of commercial space on the
ground floor and 64 flats and penthouses on the upper floors.

64
residential units

completed in

2007
4 min
to metro

2 min
to the shopping centre

10 min
to the city centre

600 m2
of retail units
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NAD VLTAVSKÝM ÚDOLÍM
The Nad Vltavským údolím residential complex is sensitively
placed into the residential district of Budovec, one of the greenest localities in Prague 6, if not the entire capital. The four-story
building with just four to six flats per floor gives the impression
of a single-family home. It creates an oasis sufficiently distant
from the hustle and bustle of the city while still close to shopping and employment opportunities.

5
residential buildings

108
residential units

4
floors
completed in

2006
10 min
to the city centre

200 m
to public transport
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KLIMENTSKÁ APARTMENTS
The Klimentská Apartments project supplements our portfolio
of residential projects with a breath of the “traditional” alongside our mostly modern buildings. We renovated these flats in
an excellent locality in 2002. Six luxurious flats were created on
the fifth and sixth floors of a building located directly behind
Church of St. Peter and St. Peter’s Tower with a wonderful view
over the renowned roofs of Prague. The property is still owned
by Daramis.

6
luxurious residential units

completed in

2002
Prague 1
in the city centre

20 m
to the Vltava River

2 min
to metro

3 min
from the best Prague restaurants
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VITA BELLA
An ambitious residential complex in Bucharest located in the
Pipera neighborhood, an area that has undergone many changes
in recent years. Vita Bella is the ideal place to start a new life
with modern comfort close to nature while also offering great
amenities. The project offers a wide range of flats with welldesigned layouts and a high standard of execution.

Bucharest
Romania

131
residential units
floor plans

1–3+kitchen
penthouses
15 min
to the airport

10 min
to the shopping centre
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Felicity
Developed in the northern part of Bucharest, this large complex
of 12 residential blocks enjoys close proximity to a commercial and shopping centre, as well as the Regele Mihai public
park with cafés, restaurants and gardens surrounding a large
lake used for water sports. The site has easy access routes to
the newly emerging business district of Pipera, the airport, the
Bucharest Ring Motorway and directly to the city centre along
the Bucharest-Ploiesti Motorway.
All 324 residential units ranging in size from 2 to 4 rooms + open
plan kitchen are built at a very high quality standard. Boasting
excellent benefits such as underground parking places, private
access and 24-hour security service, the project also includes
a new large park, playgrounds and sports areas.

Bucharest
Romania

12
blocks

324
residential units
floor plans

2–4+kitchen
30 min
to the airport

20 min
to the park Regele Mihai
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Divila
A small boutique project in a quiet part of the city, with easy connection to the Sofia Southern Motorway and excellent public transport
accessibility. Nearby amenities include the large Bulgaria Mall shopping centre, municipal hospital and other healthcare facilities. Large
green park areas for various sporting activities and relaxation are
situated in walking distance. The four-storey residential building will
offer 15 large apartments. The ground floor will contain 4 apartments
with a front garden and 1 studio, while on the second and third floors
there will be apartments of 2 rooms + open-plan kitchen and 3 rooms
+ open plan kitchen. All apartments feature a balcony. The fourth
floor will be made up of two impressive penthouses called Black
Pearl and White Pearl comprising 2 rooms + open-plan kitchen and
3 rooms + open-plan kitchen plus beautiful large terraces in both.

Sofia
Bulgaria

4
floors

15
large apartments

2
penthouses

5 min
to the shopping centre

close to a park
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Paramont
A new apartment building with 50 residential units will be developed
in the southern part of the Bulgarian capital of Sofia. The ground
floor of the eight-storey building will be made up of 3 commercial
units. Home hunters can choose from apartments of various sizes
and layouts; however units with 2 rooms + open-plan kitchen and
3 rooms + open-plan kitchen are most common. Each apartment
has a balcony or terrace. Apartments on the ground floor will enjoy
front gardens. The locality offers the necessary amenities and good
transport accessibility.

Sofia
Bulgaria

8
floors

50
residential units

each apartment features a balcony
or terrace

3
commercial units

amenities in the locality
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Rental
housing
We reflect the current
trends of modern living
and therefore our services
include the relatively new
and ever more sought
after rental housing.
Our portfolio contains many rental apartments in Prague.
Nonetheless, our flagship is the unique rental housing project in
Plzeň. Unicity Living mirrors the popular lifestyle of co-living,
which is becoming increasingly popular among young people.
It puts the emphasis on interpersonal relations and an active
neighbourly community.
Benefits of this type of housing are appreciated by more and
more young people and families. We offer comfort, a wide range
of services and an individual approach to each tenant. Renting
modern apartments provides a wide range of advantages and
potential tenants can choose from all sizes and layouts.

INDEX
Unicity Living

completed in 2019
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Unicity Living
The attraction of the Unicity Living project lays not only in the
modern architecture of the new residential buildings with rental
apartments, but also in its location in the immediate vicinity
of the University of West Bohemia. Somewhat unique in Plzeň,
the concept of well-appointed rental housing with superior
benefits offers a wide range of services and an individual approach
to tenants. All apartments are equipped with modern furniture.
It is possible to rent indoor parking places. The safety of tenants is
ensured by a guard service. Common areas as well as the greenery
in the inner courtyard and surrounding area provide a pleasant
setting, contributing to the refined cosiness of these homes.

230
residential units
floor plans

1+kitchen
and 2+1
completed in

2019
a wide range of rendered services

3 min
University of West Bohemia

4 min
to the centre of Plzeň
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COMMERCIAL
PROJECTS
We create an environment
with the emphasis
on an inventive approach
and sustainability,
while respecting
the surroundings and local
residents. We offer modern
buildings and excellent
working facilities.
We are convinced that our clients have a strong need to feel
comfortable not only at home but also in places where they
spend their professional life. That is why our portfolio includes
not only residential projects but also commercial projects, represented by modern office building complexes with offices
or retail premises.
We are aware of our customers’ needs and therefore we strive to
design innovative offices with maximum efficiency while catering for the needs of their tenants. The buildings feature flexible
layouts of floor areas, sophisticated lighting and an adequate
fresh air supply. Our projects are situated in popular locations
with great accessibility.
Thanks to our approach, we have maintained a continuously
stable occupancy rate for our portfolio, consisting of more than
36,800 sq m of commercial space.

INDEX
Kodaňská Office Center

26,300 sq m

Lavender Office Building

4,100 sq m
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Kodaňská office Center
The extensive administrative centre is located just off of Vršovická Street in the centre of Prague 10, between Kodaňská and
Kavkazská Streets. The unique facade, with 900 shades of colour, is the work of French–Israeli artist Yaacov Agam, considered to be the pioneer of kinetic art.
The three interconnected buildings allow for effective commu
nication within the entire complex. Thanks to the modern
structural technical design of the buildings, the complex offers
high-quality offices with a great deal of flexibility and the option
to optimize the size and layout of the leased area.

3
interconnected buildings

26,300 sq m
gross leasable area

172
parking spaces
acquired in

2012
1 min
to public transport

locality

Prague 10
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lavender Office Building
The office building is located in the very heart of Prague’s
Holešovice district. Its seven floors offer 4,100 sq m of leasable
office space. The building has undergone an extensive renovation and for several years now has provided Class B offices and
commercial spaces, which are an ideal alternative for start-ups
and conservative firms.

4,100 sq m
gross leasable area
acquired in

2007
24/7
reception service

excellent transport accessibility

7 min
to the city centre

locality

Prague 7
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HOTEL
PROJECTS
It gives us great pleasure
to provide a hospitable
and pleasant atmosphere.
Our goal is to make guests
feel special - like at home
and then they could share
this feeling with us.
We consider the ownership of a hotel to be a bonus as well as an
opportunity to enhance our portfolio because our main sphere of
business is residential and commercial real estate development.
We know that the achievement of objectives and effectiveness
of dedication to work is only a certain part of our lives which
are also inherently connected with shared moments and quality
time spent with our families. Therefore, we create places where
you can find opportunities for active relaxation, where you can
be close to nature and where you can just unwind and take advantage of the comfort, services and wellness facilities.
Compared to residential and commercial real estate development, the hotel industry has its own specific dynamics. First and
foremost there is a close relationship with the client. We make
use of the fact that we know only too well what such a client
expects and needs. Hotel projects challenge us to create a longterm high-quality living space from one day to another.

INDEX
Hotel Rehavital

3o rooms
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Hotel Rehavital
This comfortable hotel with its own park comprising two gardens is located in northern Bohemia in the Jizera Mountains,
directly in the centre of the town of Jablonec nad Nisou. The
area is a favourite tourist destination, renowned for its wonderful natural riches and options for leisure-time activities all year
long. The location of the town and the hotel creates an ideal
opportunity for relaxation, sports, and educational stays. Our
hotel is ideal for those who are looking for comfortable accommodation at a reasonable price.

29
rooms and 1 suite

1

conference room
with supporting services

1
restaurant and 1 bar

4
floors with a lift

tourist resort in the mountains

relaxation wellness facility
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
We offer developers
complete support in the
sphere of real estate.
Our services cover the
entire range of project
management, construction
management, marketing
and related services.
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
• Selection of locality
• Appraisal of real estate
• In-depth inspection
• Price offer management
• Project study
• Business planning
• Financing (purchase and subsequent administration)
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
• Design management
• Construction management
• Inspection of the locality
• Project control system
OTHER
• Legal services
• Media plan
• Marketing services
• Technical management of buildings
• Accounting
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CLIENT CENTRE
GROUND FLOOR
Daramis
Prague Marina Office Center
Jankovcova 1595/14
170 00 Prague 7
T: 800 226 223
www.daramis.com

HEADQUARTERS
3rd FLOOR
Daramis
Prague Marina Office Center
Jankovcova 1595/14
170 00 Prague 7
T: 270 006 560
www.daramis.com

www.daramis.com

